
PROPOSE A SUITABLE STRUCTURE FOR A STRATEGIC PLAN THAT

ENSURES APPROPRIATE PARTICIPATION FROM STAKEH

We have known for decades that people who participate in decision-making that Key stakeholders to be involved in
strategic planning are those having a vested from as many key stakeholder groups as are appropriate to the discussion
at hand. And without commitment, you cannot ensure that your stakeholders will.

Meet with work units and departments to show them how they contribute. Organize the process into stages:
basic planning, information gathering, decision making, writing, review, and approval. Using these tools, you
will be ready. Conclusion To conclude, strategic planning is critical to business success. Introduction
Factsheet Block Body A stakeholder strategy plan can guide one on how to interact, communicate and involve
with each identified stakeholder during different phases of a project. Outcome based evaluation 4. Without a
roadmap, you have no idea of the options available to get there. It's hard to achieve anything of significance
without a good plan; be it managing a new initiative, merging with another organisation or getting a sector to
play in harmony. And then, some competitors are celebrating insurance events by twice a year. In , it will be
introduce the Stock Market and insurance sector will be developed sooner or later. Htoo Group is a people
oriented organisation and work together with the public for giving greatest services and products. I am real
excited about the platform you have helped us create to set us up for the future. Strategic planning becomes a
form filling, talk-fest that drags on for months. Ask for input about strategic planning in meetings, through
surveys, with targeted suggestion boxes, in employee newsletters. We also know that where more people are
involved in a joint process of common interest, the quality of output is higher. Whether or not to seek
community review is largely the prerogative of your planning team. The following figure is a design
framework of strategy â€” evaluation assessment matrix for First National Insurance organization. FM Bagan, 
When Myanmar economic situation is changing positive trends, every business has their own company
account and they play their financial sector with private banks. And then, the company makes a strong linkage
between banking sectors and private business sector. Frustrated CEOs and distracted Boards have identified
these common scenarios that have made their planning lackluster and contrived, rather than inspirational and
organic. Be visual, and make the messages visible everywhere. Meeting approach is easy to influence the key
stakeholders who can share knowledge, discussion and suggestion about corporate strategies plan. And then,
they want to get full explanation of all company policies and especially of jobs responsibilities. So, employees
feel their life surely insurance by earning in this company. Trading Business Division , 9. By doing this
activity, Bank companies and insurance companies are making to corporate as a Joint venture companies.
Share the results they have achieved and coach them toward strategic performance. And then, First National
Insurance is one of the growth insurance companies.


